
Characters D6 / Kragg (Massassi Enforcer, Sith)
CHARACTER NAME - Kragg

SPECIES - Massassi

GENDER - Male

AGE - 35

WEIGHT - 380 pounds

HEIGHT - 3m

MOVE - 14

FORCE SENSITIVE - N

DEXTERITY - 6D

         Brawling Parry: 11D

         Dodge: 10D

KNOWLEDGE - 1D

MECHANICAL - 1D

PERCEPTION - 5D

         Search: 7D

         Sneak: 8D

         Hide: 8D

STRENGTH - 7D

         Brawling: 13D

TECHNICAL - 1D

SPECIAL ABILITIES

         Armoured Hide +2D_Strength

         Bone Claws_Str +2D_Damage

         Enhanced Senses +2D Search

         Sense Force (uses Perception rather than Sense to use)

         Force Resistance +10 target Numbers vs Control Mind and similar Force powers

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS -

                 Blast Vest_+1D

                 Sith Pendant

FORCE POINTS: 20



DARK SIDE POINTS: 20

CHARACTER POINTS: 10

Description: Kragg is a Massassi who accompanied Priax Silvantra when he left the Sith homeworld to

explore the galaxy, although Kragg never really had a choice in the matter as he was a slave. Along with

several other Massassi Kragg was altered over the years by Silvantra's Sith sorcery, adding a huge

amount of muscle to the already strong creature, and making him a better hunter and killer. Kragg is now

completely enslaved to Silvantra's will, and is little more than a grunting beast with no ability to express

himself in any way except gutteral roars and repetition of his last instructions. Capable of following fairly

complex instructions, he is little more than a trained animal who Salvantra uses as a bodyguard and

attack beast, something he is now perfectly suited to. 
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